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Yes you read that right, probably the world's most iconic, notorious and strict bouncer of the much

revered Berghain / Panorama Bar in Berlin will be in Manila later this month for the opening of the Club

Berlin Exhibition.

The exhibition, which aims to highlight Berlin club and techno culture, has taken place in several cities

around the world and is now coming to the Philippine capital. A combination of photography on the

German capital’s club culture but Marquardt himself and Martin Eberle will feature, alongside a number

of sound installations with music by top names from the Berlin house and techno scene such as

Modeselektor, Tale Of Us, Answer Code Request or Rødhåd. Designed to complement the photographs,

the installation lets the guests listen clearly and separately to seven di�erent DJs by simply moving from

one small area of the exhibit to another.
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The opening night, which takes place on August 26th, will have Marquardt give a talk about his

photography and of course, his experience being the bouncer of Berghain in Berlin which is known to be

one of the hardest clubs to get in to. The club, and Sven Marquardt himself are definitely cult figures

amongst todays electronic music loving youth - a German newspaper also dubbed him “Lord Of The

Night” at some stage.

The Club Berlin exhibit is an initiative of the German Cultural Center, Goethe-Institut Philippinen, together

with newly opened nightclub XX XX (20:20), and creative agency Third Culture Music.

As part of the Club Berlin initiative, the Goethe-Institut is bringing some Berlin club culture to Manila in

the form of club nights and DJs at XX XX. They brought in FJAAK live for the grand opening of the club, and

will be hosting Berghain’s newest resident Somewhen at the a�er-party of the exhibit opening on August

26th, with two more Berlin DJs across two dates in the coming months.

Admission to Club Berlin is free, it opens August 26th at Pineapple Lab in Makati. The opening starts at

6pm followed by the artist talk by Marquardt at 7pm, and an a�er party at XX XX.

For more information, please visit Goethe.de/Manila (http://Goethe.de/Manila) or send an e-mail to

program@manila.goethe.org (http://program@manila.goethe.org).
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